
Great Park Neighbourhood Association

Annual General Meeting

Wednesday 22  nd   May 2019  19:30  Great Park Community  
Centre

Present:

Cathy Priestley - Co-chair
Steven Meldrum - Secretary
Ian Herring - Treasurer
Claudia Birtwisle – Committee member
Chris Marsden – Committee member
Kirsty Martin – Greenside RA

Apologies:

Gemma Nesbitt - Co-chair
Christine  Young  –  Committee  member  –  resignation  effective  from  today
22/15/2019
Michael Forster – Committee member 
Sarah Maluila – Committee member
Paul Cross – Committee member

Brief annual report from Cathy Priestley Co-chair:

Main points:  GPNA has written to the consortium on several occasions over the
last year to try to establish who we would be able to have discussions with –
they  have  said  in  the  past  and  recently  that  they  will  communicate  with
constituted  groups  such  as  GPNA.  One  of  our  reasons  for  writing  to  them
directly was that the Project Office did not have a Project Manager who could
update  GPNA  with  developments  on  the  park.   This  was  due  to  David
Abercrombie leaving and then Susan Cargill  leaving. We had no response to
any  of  our  communications  until  Oliver  Thompson  was  appointed  and  our
secretary contacted Oliver to arrange a meeting.   We were not told by the
consortium that Oliver was now in post – it was Sue Wannop who informed us.
We have since met with him once to allow introductions and to hear his plans
for the continued development of Great Park.  

Anita Lower has a regular meetings with the consortium and she has recently
set up meetings which include RA/NA committee member and council officers,
as well as the consortium. These will be quarterly in frequency. 

We have spent time thinking how we can best communicate with residents and
outside organisations and have identified skill gaps on the committee.
We need the following : 
Webpage development skills.



Communication skills.
Social event organisation skills.
Biodiversity interest – there is a biodiversity monitoring group on GP.

The overarching feeling from residents and GPNA is that we feel let down by
the consortium and builders.  The previous RA's (EMVRA and BGVRA) spent 5-6
years trying to get accurate information from the consortium without success.
We are now aware of the potential legal challenge being considered by GPAG.
Cathy reported that HORNET – a national organisation fighting for the rights of
residents on private estates like Great Park, are also working with lawyers to
build a case.

The role of committee members was discussed.  We still have vacancies on the
committee  and  advised  the  residents  present  at  the  AGM  of  the  time
commitment and the purpose of the committee. No-one is due to stand for re-
election at present as they were only elected last year, however we have one
resignation  and  potentially  more  to  follow  this  year  due  to  relocation  of
members.  In total we can have up to 14 committee members, we feel that we
need to explore less traditional methods of having meetings, they do not have
to be a physical get together but could be explored via the likes of WhatsApp.
Constitutionally we only have to hold 2 meetings per year, the AGM and one
other.

Cathy gave her appreciation and thanks to Christine Young who has tendered
her resignation from the committee.  Thanks were expressed for all her hard
work to BGVRA and latterly to GPNA.

Funding : 

We have had very little expenditure this year due to us not holding any events.
We have monies from ward grants.  There is a potential for expenditure in the
following year for the following :  website development charges and for any
events we may wish to hold.   One resident suggested we could organise a
garden party or a car boot sale type event.  We would need public liability
insurance for this – this can be purchased so funds could be utilised.  If we did
have an event should we charge residents?  Kirsty Martin from Greenside RA
advised that they do charge residents for their events, the amount depends on
what the events is.   The idea of a street party was suggested – this would
require permission from the consortium as it would be on their land.

General discussion with residents:

Asked by a resident what we felt was our biggest achievement  – it was felt that
we had several : 
The school safety zone road markings.
Service charge packs and keeping a lid on charges which were set to rise to the
estimated maximum long before now.
The meeting with Oliver Thompson being organised.
Being a voice for the residents – a voice the consortium state they will have
contact with.

Estate adoption was discussed – councils  are reluctant to adopt due to the



costs incurred by them for the ongoing maintenance of new estates.  Great
Park is a long way from being adopted.
The notion of holding Newcastle City Council to account was mentioned – would
it even be an option? TheS106 agreement states very clearly what is supposed
to happen at what point during the development. There is little or no evidence
of  enforcement  of  planning conditions  by  NCC.  The section  106 agreement
applies to those parts of the estate which are not going to be adopted as well
as the provision of infrastructure by the developers. 

One resident highlighted that we need to remember the positive things that
have happened and are happening on the estate.  Residents agreed with this
and  feel  that  on  balance  it  is  a  great  place  to  live.   We  just  want  our
infrastructure  and  services  such  as  shops  which  have  been  promised  on
countless occasions. We want to feel that we are getting a fair deal from the
estate charges.

It was agreed that both GPAG and GPNA groups should continue to work as
they are and together when appropriate.

We will continue to push the issues list that was started during the time that
Susan Cargill was in post – Steven to push this with Oliver Thompson to get an
update.

Oliver Thompson agreed to provide a monthly update during the meeting GPNA
had with him – Steven to push for this.

We need to post onto Facebook a 'call for help' in the following areas:
Website design and maintenance.
Graphic design for the website.

Cathy asked for more people to serve on the committee:

The following people agreed to serve.

Denise Gilholme.
Proposed by Cathy, seconded by Steven.

Chris Gregg
Proposed by Steven, seconded by Cathy.

Nikki Jane
Proposed by Cathy, seconded by Steven.

There being no other agenda items the formal part of the AGM was concluded
at 20:40 hours.
Steven to contact new committee members and existing committee members
via  a  doodle  poll  to  set  up the  next  meeting  which  would  be  for  the  new
committee to organise roles and work plans.
Steven to contact Oliver Thompson re the issues list and the monthly updates.


